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RB Components 

2014 + Ford Transit Rear Door  

Bug Net 

General Notes 

 For the most up to date and current instructions, please visit our website at 

www.rbcomponents.com 

 Please read all instructions thoroughly before starting installing this product. 

 Rear Door Bug Net is easier to install with the help of a second person 

 Can be installed with no tools. 

 The Rear Door Bug Net can be completely or partially removed depending on the customers 

needs. The rear doors can be closed completely when installed. A magnetic flap covering the 

upper door locks must be lowered when doors are closed. When the door are opened this flap 

magnets back in place covering these openings. 

 

Parts List 

RB Components 2014 + Transit Van Mid Roof Rear Door Bug Net 

 (1) 64001-03                                    2014 + Ford Transit Mid Roof Rear Door Bug Net 

 (5) Fabric Clips                                Clips are used to keep upper fabric frame in place during install 

 

Tools Needed 

 Rag for cleaning grease behind rubber seal 

 Your hands 

 

Approximate Installation Time 

 One person about 15-20 minutes. 

 

Installation 

1) First un-zipp the screen away from the outer frame of the bug net. This will make the installation 

process much easier as your only dealing with the frame of the rear door bug net. 

2) We will be using the rubber gasket that seals the doors to the van to secure the bug net to the 

van. This gasket comes with grease behind it which should be removed as best as possible 

before installing the fabric in the gasket. 

3) You want to remember to not peel the rubber gasket completely down as it will make 

installation more difficult. Remember to work in sections of removing the rubber seal. 
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4) Center the fabric frame over the upper rear door locks using one of the fabric clips to keep in 

place. Make sure that the fabric flap is facing the outside of the van. Use another two clips to 

the right and left of center to keep the upper fabric frame in place as shown: 

           

 
5) With the 5 upper fabric clips installed you can push the upper part of the gasket in place and you 

are ready to secure the sides of the frame into the gasket. 

                                      
6) As you install the sides pushing the gasket back into the side of the van. Keep in mind to make 

sure the fabric is even all the way down on each side of the van. About ¾” of an inch material is 

what should be behind the gasket to ensure the screen is not to tight so the magnetic flaps can 

close on their own. 
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7) Once you work your way all the way to the bottom we have left some excess material. A very 

small portion of material is to be trimmed. This will make it easier to install the gasket and frame 

around the lower corner.  

                                                      

 
  
 

8) With the outer frame in place the next step is to attach the bug net screen to the outer frame 

that is now installed. (note: before zipping screen to outer frame make sure the RB logo is 

facing outwards, to the back of the van). From the inside of the van you will want to zip the 

very top part of the screen to the top part of the bug screen frame as shown. Do the same for 

the sides. 
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9) The bug net screen can be accessed a few different ways. Either by the center pass through 

(magnetic self-closing buttons) or by un-zipping the sides. 

 

                    
 

10) The bug net screen also comes with clips at the top of the bug net. These clips are to be used 

when the screen is rolled up to keep out of the way. Great when loading or unloading the rear of 

the van. 
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11) The bug net comes with a magnetic flap. Once the doors are opened this flap is to be flipped 

back up into place and lowered or open when the doors need to be closed. 

       
 

                                                 
 

12) Installation is complete 


